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Mary mito’ sritodihwł’anh ts’ełdi dranh.
One day, Mary’s dad was hunting.

Mary yimo dint’a ts’ihwyan’ iłt’e sritodihwł’anh deno.
Nary was always waiting for him when he went out hunting.

K’odet łonh “Nidots’o hikogh sito’ neyo he’?” donh 
iłne.
Now she asked her mom how far her dad walked.
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Nełzo ts’e’ dichot’ 
yughetwn’ hitł’oghwnh yinodighenech łonh. 
She held it for a long time and fi nally released it.

Yet ti chu’ ne’iltłich ts’e’ noygw hwłtsinh łonh. 
It was hopping around sniffi ng the ground.

Mi’ił huzrunh k’int’a łonh. 
Looks like it was hungry.

Hwdijał srito eltłit. 
Finally it ran off.

Ey hwts’inh gwh notil’esh deno siheye ghela’ heye 
lage yinezinh Mary.
Since then every time Mary sees a rabbit she would wonder 

if that was her rabbit.
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Hwdijał łonh hwsh uhdedinech. 
Finally winter was over.

Nichoh ts’e’ didiyok gwh. 
The rabbit got big.

Gwsjala dikayih hik’adigi dighełchin łonh. 
It was almost bigger than its house.

“Minots’idighenech da’ yaghile heye,” Mary iłne łonh 
mito’ ts’ełdi dranh. 
One day her dad told her, “We should release it.”

“Srito gaga’ nilane.”
“It’s a forest animal.”
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Natso huzdlanh łonh monh ts’e’, “Kodet lichu sroto 
neyo he’. Dok’wda notodoł udenne?” yiłne. 
Her mom smiling, “he just left, how fast do you think he’ll 

walk back,” she told her.

“Ts’eługh no’edosh ts’imwgh hik’at,” donh iłne. 
“I want him to walk back fast,” she told her mom. 

“Yada in ił danatodoł.”
“Wonder what he’ll come back with.”

 Dranh mi’ił tal’o łonh Mary.
It was a long day with Mary.
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Ch’ihtoyeł di nehwdalninh łonh noy’ghe’onh ts’e’ 
hwye’ił mito’ no’ediyo. 
It was dinnertime in the evening when he dad walked back 

in.

Mi’ił nohusdizrut ey hwye’ił Mary. 
Mary was happy then.

“Yada łide’ nonenlitanh?” dito’ iłne.
“What did you bring back?” she asked her dad.
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“Ts’iyone mi’ełyonh k’adizeł’an ede,” Mary iłne łonh 
mito’. 
Her dad told her, “Don’t try to feed it that kind of food. 

“Yats’ litsene isyon heye ine gwh. 
Rabbit doesn’t eat that kind of food.

Nilyaghe mimo ts’itighołnesh. 
We’ll get plants for it.

Ey hwye k’aditot’ał hwt’al heye ine.”
Maybe he’ll like that kind.”
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T’iyats’ yighwntsin’ łonh Mary en yitołyele 
inots’ihwnej. 
Mary really cared for the rabbit, but didn’t know what to 

feed it.

Dimama’ ts’inh miy’ghwłyon’ k’adiyił’anh. 
She was trying to feed it her food.

Yats’ litsene chu’ isyon ts’e’ yinots’hwnej.
She didn’t know it doesn’t eat that kind of food.
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Dimaldu’ ninonots’adighelchuts’. 
He took his coat off.

Dighonoyidighełchu deno Mary yineł’anh. 
Mary was watching when he hung his coat.

Hwye’ił łonh hwndinh yada ghwla’ mit’i hoditaltanh. 
Then something moved in his pocket.

Edeno łonh mito’ ch’ighazdlwk’. 
Her dad was smiling when this happened.

“Yada nonenlitanh?” dito’ no’iłdidne łonh Mary. 
“What did you bring back?” she asked her dad again.

“Sit’i hwnenłi’anh,” Mary iłne łonh.
“Look in my pocket,” he told Mary.
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Hotihw yiye hwneł’anh łonh Mary. 
Slowly she looked in there.

Notek’a ch’inagha’ hich’inghełdraye yan’ łonh 
ohdot’anh. 
She can only see two eyes glowing.

Mito’ yiye dolnech hwye’ił łonh gwh ch’igoya diye 
ts’anełtan. 
Her dad dug in the pocket and took out baby rabbit.

“Nughde yan’ nonisjitanh” ne łonh.
“I only brought this back,” he said.
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Gwh mo kayih hułsenh łon Mary mo. 
For Mary, he made a house for rabbit.

Tsahw łon noljut gwh. 
For a while the rabbit was scared.

En Mary yaghile ts’e’ yik’onałtosh hwye’ił neljid ts’e’ 
didiyok łonh.
But Mary was treating the rabbit good, so it wasn’t scared 

anymore.
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